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CHAPTER I
INTROOUCTION
Many books and articles have been written about the
hist ory of the Panama Canal and the Canal Zone, but very
I itt le has been pub I ished in the United States about the
e c onomic problems created by the employment of native
Panamanians and other non-citizens in the Panama Canal Zone.
In addition, there is a need in what I ittle has been
published for clarification or investigation of some of the
al legations made by the inhabitants of this important area.
The Canal Zone is in the geographic heart of the Western
Hemisphere and is often regarded by military experts as the
keystone of the Inter-American System of Security.
The dual wage system in the Panama Canal Zone
originated during the construction of the canal.

Biesanz

said:
The peak of employment came in 1913, when more
than 65,000 men were on the payroll. This was
divided into two sections: the gold rol I and the
silver rol I. The disbursing officer had two signs
put up on the pay cars: •Gold" for the American
workmen, "Si Iver# for those who were paid according
to the trcpical wage scale and in local currency.
The administration seized upon this division as a
convenient way to segregate the white and colored
races, and extended the terms •gold• and ~ilver"
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to all aspects of I ife . 1
During the last decade , vigorous efforts have been
made by the Government of the United States and the
Government of Panama to improve the wel I- being of the
workers in the Canal Zone .

In a world beset with economic,

politica l and social problems of the emerging nations of
Latin America, As ia , and Africa , the manner in which the
United States faces and handles its problems in the Cana l
Zone wi I I be a stern test of national pol icy.
The Cana l Zone has characteristics entirely different
from those of other overseas territories and possessions
over wh i ch the United States exercises direct or i nd i rect
control .

Its importance in wor l d commerce , its geogr aphic

position, its re l ation to the rest of the Repub l ic of
Panama, and the provis i ons of the treaty under which it was
acquired , a l I add to g i ve this crossroads of the world
great i mportance i n wor ld affa i rs .
The Pur pose .Qf This Study
The purpos e of this study is to examine the arguments
for giving U.S .-Rate workers higher wages than nat i ve , nonAmer ican or Local - Rate wor kers , and the changes which have
1
John Biesanz and Mavis Blesanz , The Peop le of Panama
(New York : Co lumbia Univers ity Pr ess , 1955) , p . 56.
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taken place In the last decade.
The Scope~~ Study
The sccpe of this study Is confined to the analysis
of the elements of wages including wage rate scales, wage
differentials, methods of wage determination, and related
economic problems of the Panama Canal Company, the U.S.Rate worker, and the Local-Rate worker.

The general

pattern fol lowed Is an historical account of the economy,
labor force, the existence and enforcement of labor law,
and the manner In which labor relations are practiced.

lb§. Methqdology

,g,f.

.lt!.ll Study

The data collected for this thesis were obtained
from the following sources:
(I)

from the agency of the United States concerned,

(2)

the labor organizations directly Involved,

(3)

various congressional investigating committees,

(4)

textbooks, periodicals, newspapers, and other
available I iterature on the Panama Canal
and on United States-Panama relations.

Whenever wage comparisons are to be made, the initial
problem faced is the one of comparability of job classifica-tions.

Standard job descriptions such as those found In the

Di ctionary of O:cupational Titles or the Off icial Schedule
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of Designations and Grades of the Panama Canal.

It is

important to note that these descriptions do not reveal
the actual duties of al I workers employed having the same
job titles.

The Terms Germane .:t.Q. This Study
The definitions pertinent to this study will be
taken primarily from the Glossary of Currently-Used
Wage Terms. 2
~

Determination .

The process of establishing

wage rates and wage structures through collective bargaining, arbitration, individual employer determination, etc.
The process may involve comparisons with rates paid by
other firms, the use of job evaluation, or other techniques.
The term is also applied to findings, orders, or decisions
of wage regulatory bodies such as minimum wage boards.
Wage Differential.

Differences in wages among

occupations, industries, or areas.

Historical wage

differentials to which frequent references are made, are
those which have existed over long periods of time.
~

Policy.

A formalized practice of an establish-

ment or industry relating to elements of wages, such as
wage rate scales, shift differentials, overtime provisions,

2 united States Department of Labor, Glossary of
Currently-Used Wage Teems, December, 1948.
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nonproduction bonuses, automatic increments, paid holidays,
paid vacations, pensions, and insurance benefits.

In a

broader sense, criteria for wage adjustments are stated in
terms of objectives (e.g., stabi I ization, rising standard
of living, etc.) or in terms of prevailing economic
conditions.
~

Rate.

The monetary compensation for a given

unit of time or effort by which a worker's pay is calculated.
~

Structure.

The sum total of the various

elements and considerations that characterize a specific
rate schedule in an establishment, industry, area, or
country as a whole.
(I)

Typical of such elements are:

relationship between rates of occupations of different

skills; (2)

relationship between rates of pay for men,

women, and workers of different races and color in the
same occupations; (3) provisions for extra pay for late
shift work, overtime, hazardous, unpleasant or unhealthful
work; (4) interarea and interregional variations in rates
of pay; (5) methods of pay; (6) provisions for lunch and
rest periods; and (7) supplementary benefits, such as
vacations, insurance, sick leave, and holiday provisions.

6

Summary
Ole of the reasons for Initiating this study is that
not enough attention has been given to the important
connection between labor relations on the Canal Zone and
United States-Panama foreign

relations.

Since some

efforts are being made on both sides to remedy whatever
difficulties exist, it cannot be too strongly emphasized
that it is important to assess the extent of the progress
made in the last decade with respect to wage and employment practices of the Government of the United States
in the Canal Zone.

CHAPTER I I
THE HISTO<ICAL BACKGROUND OF THE PANAMA CANAL ZONE
WAGE POLICY
Until recent years, workers in the Panama Canal
Zone were paid according to a dual wage scale.

This

pract ice caused labor unrest and affected the diplomatic
relations between the United States and the Republic of
Panama .

Milton Murray of the A. F. of L.-C. I.

o.

said:

Historically , there has been a sharp cleavage
between United States citizens employed in the
Zone and the native citizen employees. The
Canal administration has exploited the wage
differentials to aggravate this situation. The
United States citizens fear the Panamanians
intend taking their jobs away from them and the
Panamanians resent being excluded from jobs they
feel qua I ified to perform.3
The wage differential was seemingly a secondary one.
The primary issue, it was said, dates back to the
United States-Panama Treaty of 1903.

Under this agreement,

the United States "acquired complete and exclusive
sovereignty over the Cana l Zone in perpetuity for
construction of the Panama Canal and its perpetual

3
serafino Romua ldi, Report on the Panama Situation
prepared for the A. F. of L.-C. I. O. to which was attached a
background report by Milton Murray (Washington, D. C., 1956),
P• I •
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maintenance, aperation, sanitation, and protection.,,4
After border clashes between the Zone authorities
and Panamanian citizens In 1964, the Executive Council
of the A. F. of

L.-c.

I. O. made the following statement:

We share the hope expressed by the members of
the Executive Committee of ffilT, at their recent
meeting in Mexico City, that •Supports the revision
of the 1903 Treaty through negotiations, so that
political, economic and social relations be
normalized as soon as possible.• Towards this end,
discussions and negotiations should be conducted
in an atmosphere of mutual respect, understanding,
through normal diplomatic channels and not under
threat of street demonstrations, mob disorders or
other irresponsible actions that can only aggravate
and exacerbate the present tense situation.5
For the purpose of this study, emphasis was
placed on those factors primarily concerned with or
affecting wage rates and wage determination.
The Inter-American Confederation of Workers and the
American Federation of labor appointed a committee in 1949
to investigate alleged discriminations in wages and other
areas of interest to Canal Zone workers.

It reported in

part:
Whenever the matter of employment of Panamanian
c itizens at U.S. rates is brought up for discussion,

4

u.s ., Congress, Houae, House Concurrent
No. IO~t 88th Congress, l963.

Resalutiao

5Statement by the A. F. of L.-c. I. o. Executive
Council on Panama, (Bal Harbour, Florida: February 21, 1964),

P• I •
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there is bound to be reference to the 1936 Treaty
between the United States and Panama and the note
clarifying the interpretation of this treaty sent
on March 2, 1936 by Secretary of State , Cordel I Hui I,
to the members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission.
The essential part of this note reads as fol lows:
''W ith r eference to the representations made by you
duri ng the negotiation of the treaty signed today ,
regarding Panamanian citizens employed by the
Panama Cana l or by the Panama Ra i I road Company, I
have the honor to state that the Government of the
United States of Ameri ca and the Repub lic o f Panama
with respect to the Panama Cana l and the Panama
Ra ilr oad Company, maintains and wi II maintain as its
pub li c po l ic y the principle of equality of opportunity
and treatment set down in the 0--der of December 23,
1903 , of the Secretary of War , and in the Executive
O"ders of February 2, 19 14, and February 20, 1920 ,
and wi II favor the ma intenance, enforcement or
enactment of such provisions, consistent with the
eff ic ient operation and ma intenance of the Cana l and
its auxi li a ry works and their effect i ve protection
and san i tat ion, as wi I I assure the Panaman ian
c it izens employed by the Canal or the Ra i I r oad equality
of treatment with employees who are citizens of the
United States of America ."
Panamanian sources have repeated to us the ir views
that the smal I numbe r of Panaman ian c i tizens emp l oyed
at U.S . rate and the wage differentials for similar
work sti I I very much in ex istence are a violat i on of
the sp irit and letter of the above-ment i oned note
wh ich is cons idered part of the treaty . 0, the other
hand , U.S . sources, some from the ranks of A. F . of L.
organized l abor itself, contend that the provisions of
the note are not binding and that , at any rate , the
reservation which reads , " consistent with the
efficient operation and ma intenance of the Canal and
its aux i I iary works and their effective protection and
sanitation " makes the administration of the Cana l
Zone practical l y the so l e judge of the desirabj I ity
and conveniegce of hiring emp l oyees of Panamanian
cit i zenship .

6Anthony B. Matz and Serafino Romua Id i , Report to the
Executive Counc i I of the Amer ican Federation of Labor by the
Comm ittee Appo inted to Invest igate Labor Cond itions in the
Cana l Zone . ('1/ash ington, D. c . , 1949) , p. 3.
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As may be Inferred from the foregoing , some
United States sources and Panamanian sources differed in
regard to what constitutes fair emp l oyment of Panamanians
on the Canal Zone.

Both sides have made numerous attempts

to resolve the issue in the past few years but with some
difficulty .

The composition of Panamanian society itself ,

its economic ties with the United States , and Panama ' s
geographic location , as we l I as its political relationship , with the United States al I combine to make negotiations between the two countries needful of the highest
ca li bre of dip l omacy .
The Phi l osophy .Qf Canal~ Wages :

( 19 14-1953)

During the period 19 14- 1953 , workers on the Canal
Zone were divided into two wage c l ass i fications based on
citizenship , and or color , as wel I as according to the
type of work per formed.

Westerman descr ibed the wage

structure :
Al iens ••• West Ind i an Negroes and their descendants ,
Panamanians , and other Lat in Amer icans are "I oca I
rate " (for mer I y "s i Iver " ) emp I oyees , whose jobs
presumab l y require less sk i I I and training . Their
wages , based on the l oca l wage scale , average about
one fourth those of U.S . rate (formerly "go l d")
employees . Average U.S . rate pay in 1954 was $6 , 062
a year wh il e aver age l ocal rate pay was $1 , 3 10 . 7

7
Geor ge Westerman , in the Nat i on (Panama Ci ty) ,
August 24 , I 954 .

II

Biesanz quoted an Annual Report of the Governor of
the Panama Canal of the 1940's :
As si Iver rol I employees are for the most part
natives of the tropics , their wage scales are
established at levels based on wages prevai I ing
for tropical labor in the Caribbean area.8
Blesanz added:

"Administrators insisted that wages

were based on ski I I and citizenship, and that higher wages
9
would disrupt Panama ' s economy . "
The fol l ow i ng excerpt was taken from the Annual
Report of the Governor of the Panama Canal for the fiscal
year ending June 30 , 1959:

"For many years only citizens

of the United States were eligible for employment in
executive, supervisory, professional, subprofessional , and
clerical positions. " IO

It was discovered, however , that

some loca l -Rate workers were performing duties characteristic of some of the foregoing categories but were not
receiving what would seem commensurate wages .

In 1949,

an A. F. of L. committee which investigated employment
practices in the Canal Zone reported :
We have ascertained as a result of our observation

8 John Biesanz and Mav i s Biesanz , QP• cit ., p . 79 .
9

1bid ., p . 80 .

10 Panama Canal Company. Annual Report of the Panama
Canal Company and Cana l Zone Government for Fiscal Year
Ending June 30 , 1959 . (Washington , D. C. : U.S. Government
Printing Office , 1960) , p . 39 .
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and of data given us by official sources that
at least two hundred, and possible more, employees
paid at local rates are performing work which
would warrant their promotion to the higher U.S. rate
even within the provisions of the present wage
set-up. 1 I
The Current Philosophy .Qf Canal~ Wages
In 1936 and in 1955, revisions were made in the
original United States-Panama Treaty of 1903.

Some of

these changes were concerned with the employment of
Panamanians on the Canal Zone.

As a result of these

changes, the Canal authorities made some adjustments in
the administration of labor pol icy.

Under the new plan:

#establishment of salary plans under the Merit System
was delegated to the Canal Zone Civi I ian Personnel Pol icy
Coordinating Board under the direction of the Secretary
of Army ." 12
Paragraph I (a) of Item I of the Memorandum of
Understandings Reached accompanying the 1955 Treaty
stated:
The basic wage for any given grade level wil I be
the same for any employee eligible for appointment

11

Anthony B. Matz and Serafino Romualdi, op. cit., p. 3.

12
Letter from Mr. W. M. Whitman, Secretary, Panama
Canal Company (Washington, D.C., July 24, 1964), p. I.
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to the position without regard to whether he is a
citizen of the United States or of the Republic of
Panama.13
Later, in 1958, Executive Order No. 10794 Implemented the agreement.

It read in part:

Employment standards, rates of basic compensation,
availability of training facll ities and programs
shall be applied uniformly among al I departments
in the Canal Zone to al I employees irrespective of
whether they are citizens of the United States or of
the Republic of Panama.14
During the fiscal year 1958-1959, the Single Wage
Plan was implemented, and the Canal Zone Merit System
was established.

The 1959 Annual Report of the Panama

Canal said, in discussing the oPeration of the new plan:
"No serious employee relations problems were encountered.•15
In 1959, violent anti-American demonstrations
occurred in Panama City.

O,e of the alleged reasons for

these demoastrations was the inequities in pay and
I iving standards between Panamanian and United States

workers employed in the Canal Zone.

Rippy said:

These lawmakers, diverted by seemingly more

13

Treaty of Mutual Understandings and CooPeration and
a Memorandum of Understandings Reached. (Panama Foreign
Minister O:tavio Fabrega and U.S. Ambassador Selden Chapin},
January 25, 1955.
14Wh'
.
I
1tman, op. cit.,
p ••
15

Panama Canal Company, op, cit., p. 39.
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urgent problems elsewhere, harassed by Federal deficits,
and reluctant to engage in another appeasement of
Panama's politicians, failed to authorize the
Implementation of the treaty until July, 1958. This
postponement and further delays caused by co~lexities
in civil service regulations, and other complications,
played into the hand of the extremists who managed
repeatedly to incite mob violence in the Canal Zone
and Panama City during November, 1959, which resulted
in serious injury to P.~rsons and property both within
and without the Zone.lo
Subsequently, President Eisenhower approved a nine-point program to help eliminate friction.

Included were

pay Increases for Canal Zone workers, and better jobs for
Panamanians.
added.

Later, in 1964, a new promotion policy was

It read:

Section! .I Cbjectives. In order to establish a
means for fi I I ing position vacancies with the best
qualified persons available and to provide a fair
method guided by the merit principle under which
employees are considered for advancement, the Panama
Canal Company/Canal Zone Government affirms and will
give effect to a merit promotion policy based upon
the following objectives:
(a) The selection from among the best qua I ified
persons available to fil I vacancies without
discrimination for any reason suc7 as, race, religion,
politics, national origin or sex; 7
Section 1.4 of the above order I imits security
positions to United States citizens among the categories
barred to non-citizens.

Security positions, according

16
J. Fred Rippy, •The United States and Panama: The
High Cost of Appeasement." Inter-American Economic Affairs,
Vol. XVI I, N0 • 4 (Spring, 1964), p. 91.
17

Panama Canal Government, General Q:der ~I, Promotion
Pol icy, PS-10, TS-293, (Panama Canal Zone, February 7, 1964),
p. P5-3.
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to one definition given, were:
those which the head of the department has
determined in accordance with pertinent regulations
and executive directives must be filled by
United States citizens for security reasons. These
include positions involving the security of property
and defense Information and insuring continuity and
and capabil lty of operation and administration of
activities in the Canal Zone by the United States
Government . I 8
The basic method of wage determination for workers
on the Canal Zone is quoted below:
Within each of the three groupings (Manual, NonManual and Special Categories) the Canal Zone Pay
Plan prescribes certain positions which are to be
paid in relation to the continental United States
rates of pay and others which must be paid in
relation to rates of pay for similar employment in
the Caribbean area. Those levels requiring
recruitment from the United States are paid at
the U.S . rate of pay.19
The Local-Rate workers feel that this pol icy is
unrealistic in terms of a decent standard of I lving and
unjust in terms of equal pay for equal work.

The

U.S .- Rate workers, on the other hand, feel the wage
differential is just and allows them to maintain a
standard of I iving comparable to that of the continental
United States and that it is a needed incentive to
work in the tropics .

I 8Wh., tman, op. c .It., p. 2.
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The

~ .Qf

Labor Unions ln. the Cana I

~

Labor unions on the Panama Canal Zone are relatively new.

The first organization of Local-Rate employees

of the Panama Canal Company was begun by the United Public
Workers in the 1940's.

This union was later expel led by

the C. 1.0. because its organization was allegedly "based
on Panama National ism, anti-Americanism and extreme
ag i tat i on • n 20
Two locals replaced the United Public Workers:
"the Local 900 , representing employees of the Panama Canal
Company " and Loca I 907, representing "Loca I Rate Emp I oyees
of the Mil itary Establ lshments.#21
A report submitted to the Labor Leadership Team of

The American Institute for Free Labor stated:
As of late 1962, the Central Labor Union-Metal
Trades Counci I, and 36 local union organizations of
Cana l Zone workers had received recognition in the
Panama Cana l Company and Canal Zone Government under
the terms of Executive ()-der.22
The report continued:
Thirty-three of the locals recognized by the Company-

20serafino Romualdi, op . cit., p . I.
2I lb id .

22The American Institute for Free Labor, History and
Structure of Panamanian Trade Unions , a report prepared for
the Labor Leadership Team (Washington , D. C., July IS, 1963 ),
P. I •
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Government are comprised almost wholly of U.S. citizen
employees; and of these, 27 are affiliated with the
Canal Zone's Central Labor Union-Metal Trades Council
(CLU-MTC).
The two local unions of non-U.S. citizen workers,
Locals 900 and 907 of the American Federation of State,
County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME), have a
combin~g dues-paying membership of approximately
I , 000.
Among the economic obstacles said to be facing the
Local-Rate un ,hons , according to the previous report, were
those of dues collection which would strengthen the unions
and gain recognit ion for them; and the inabi I ity of the
Local- Rate unions to secure a check-off of dues by the
Canal Zone Government .

Check-off is defined as:

The practice whereby the emp I oyer, by agreement
with the union, regularly withholds from the wages
of his union workers assessments and dues, and
transmits these funds to the union.24
Milton Murray saw an urgentneed for higher wages
caused by the 1955 Treaty:

"Al I commissary rights for

local rate employees are to be abolished, resulting in
an economic blow to the local rate employees."25

23The Amer i can f nst i tute for Free Labor, op. cit., p. I.
24 u.s. Department of Labor, op. cit., p. 6.
25

serafino Romuald l, op. cit., p. I.
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The commissary referred to is the name given to Canal
Zone retail stores which supply food, clothing, general
household goods and other essentials to United States
citizen e mployees and to members of the Armed Forces, as
well as to non-citizen employees residing on the Canal
Zone. 26
Many of the Local-Rate workers are neither citizens
of the United States or of Panama.

Many thousands are

British subjects and Latin Americans from the surrounding
Caribbean area.
atmosphere .

This makes for a complex political

Because of this, many of these persons do not

owe allegiance to either government.

In addition, the

Treaty of 1903 made the United States Government
sovereign on the Canal Zone.

Consequently, these aliens

exercise no suffrage rights on the Zone and do not
influence legislation affecting their welfare by means of
the ballot.

They do rely on diplomatic negotiations with

t he United States Government through the Panamanian
Fore ign Office.

Federal employees of the United States

Government are prohibited by law to strike.

26 Panama Canal Company. Annual Report of the Panama
Canal Company and Canal Zone Government for Fiscal Year
Ending June 30 , 1964. (Balboa Heights, Canal Zone: December
29 , I 964) , P . 21 •
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Summary
The present wage pol icy exist ing in the Cana l Zone
today had its beginning in the ear l y days of cana l
construction.

Workers were des ignated "go ld" or " s i I ver "

accord ing to the currency in which they were paid .

Later,

these terms indicated the category of work perf ormed and
or race .

Through the years, this custom led to other

d iscriminator y p r actices in wage determination.

At present,

sincere efforts are being made both by the United States
Government and the Panamani a n Government to resolve the
inequ ities of the system .
Unions on the Zone are relatively new .

There are

unions of American workers and unions whose membership
are exclus i vely of a li ens .

These unions have oppos ing

views in regard to the basic pay for the tropical
workers and the categor ies of jobs to be opened to
e ach group .
Local- Rate unions have prob l ems of finance and
l eadership .

Po li tical problems are comp I icated due to

the number of nationalities represented .

Ethn i c and

cultura l differences also create prob lems and hamper
unification of the various groups of non- Americans .

CHAPTER 11 I
LABffi LEGISLATION AND THE WAGE STRUCTURE
The Canal Zone labor

laws

are generally patterned

after labor legislation in the continental United States.
For example, the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 was
made applicable to the territories and possessions of the
United States.

The work force in the Zone consists of

United States citizens, Panamanian citizens, and citizens
of the surrounding countries.

The United States workers

are, for the most part, classified employees, whose hours
and conditions of work are largely fixed by Federal
statutes.

A much larger number of alien employees, while

generally covered by Federal statutes governing sick and
annual leave, and accident compensation, formerly had
their wages fixed by administrative action of the Panama
Canal Company or the Panama Railroad Company.

In addition

to Federal laws, treaties made between the United States
and the Republic of Panama have had some effect on the
wage rates paid the Local-Rate workers.
This chapter discusses some of the labor laws and
treaty revisions which have had important effect on the
wage structure.

It further attempts to analyze the

o lder dual wage structure and the new wage structure.

21

The U.S.-Rate

~

Structure

The legal basis for the wages and salaries paid
United States citizens Is •the Classification Act of 1925 ,
as amended, effective in the Canal Zone, July II, 1948.• 27
The formula used to determine the basic wage rates
includes a twenty five per cent differential.

This

differential is used to attract highly ski I led workers
from the continental United States because such workers
are in short supply in the local labor market.

In

addition, the extraordinarily difficult I iving conditions,
the excessive physical hardships, and the unhealthful
conditions of the tropics are arguments used to justify
the granting of this extra compensation.
an additional reason was added:

In recent years,

•in the case of a U.S.

citizen, overseas differential is necessary to offset
those elements such as taxes, which operate to reduce the
disposable income.n28
The fol lowing is an example of some U.S.-Rate
hour ly wages prevai I ing in 1949:
Blacksmith - from $2.04 for anglesmith to $2 .60 for
heavy fire lead man

27

Anthony B. Matz and Serafino Romua ldi, op . cit., p. 4.

28Department of State Bui letin. Vol. XXXI I, No. 815,
(Washington, D.C.: February 7, 1955}, p. 241.
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Boatbui Ider (mechanical division) - from $2.09 to
$2.47 for lead man
Boilermaker - from $2 .1 3 to $2.51 for l ead man
Bricklayer - $2 .19
Buffer and Polisher - $2 . 03
Cabinet maker - $2 .09
Carpenter - from $2 . 09 to $2 . 22 for lead man
Cable spl i cer - from $2 .1 4 to $2 . 27
Caulker and Shipper (iron) - - $2 . 03
Electrician - $2 .1 4
Engineer (steam) - from $2 .11 to $2 .49
Machinist - from $2 .1 3 to $2 . 51
Painter - from $2 .03 to $2 . 41
Patternmaker - from $2 .47 to $2 . 85
Planing mil I - from $209 to $2 . 47
Plasterer - from $2 .1 8 to $2 . 31
Plumber - from $2 .1 3 to $2 . 31
Sheet meta I worker - from $2 . 13 to $2 .51
Truck driver ( l arge truck) - from $ 1 . 59 to $1 . 81 29
The same report states the wage formula :

wcraft

positions ••• are paid according to a schedule which is
based on the average pay, plus 25%, of selected United
States Naval Shipyards .•30
~

Local-Rate Wage Structure
The Local-Rate wage structure is fixed by administrat-

ive action of the Panama Cana l Company .

The basic wage

rates were formerly I isted in the Panama Canal Schedule of
Des ignations and Grades .

29
p. 4.

This schedule I isted fifteen

Anthony B. Matz and Serafino Romualdi, op . cit .,
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grades.

In 1949, most of the Local-Rate workers, it was

found, received compensation based on the first eleven
grades in the schedule.

The minimu~ wage rate being paid

to Local-Rate workers when the A. F. of L. committee made
31
this report was twenty six cents an hour.
The wage
scale is given on the following pages.

31
p. 5.

Anthony B. Matz and Serafino Romualdi, QO, cit.,

Grades

Examples of Designations of Jobs Within Grade
Non-mechanical helper; general and hand iron
laundress; maid; messenger; cperator of hotel
elevator; packer in commissary division; sales
clerk (beginner), etc•••••••••••••••••••••••••

Ra,te_
Minimum

Maximum

$0.34

$0.36

2

Cashier; counter attendant; laundry presser;
janitor; etc ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

0.30

0.38

3

Class •A• backers; car washers and polishers;
class •An cook; dairyman; laundryman (machine
cperator); trackman; service station attendant, etc.

0.34

0.42

4

Dry cleaner; binding machine helper; laboratory
helper; power lawn mower cperator; switch tender

0.38

0.46

5

Class nA• baggage man; class nsn baker; boatman;
tire buffer; class ncn cashier; class nA• chauffeur;
class nsw dentist attendant; class nAw mechanical
helper; class nAn ice cream maker; pipeline laborer;
laundryman, sub-foreman; material expediter;
Industrial laboratory operator; jack hammer operator;
hotel telephone oPerator; tire and tube repairman;
teamster, etc ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

0 .42

a.so

~

Grades
6

7

8

i·.~

·S t::,
•
~

.,s~
f:,

'i< ...- &{

-~t

y ;1'

,.,4=:~·

Mini mum

Mt§.

Maxi mum

Class "A" blue printer; boatman, special; auto
body builder, wood; brakemen; butcher; rough
carpenter; class *B* chauffeur; concrete finisher;
dry cleaner; class "B" cook; class "A" fireman;
photo helper; mechanical helper; maintenance man,
lubricating and cleaning; operator of air compressor;
operator of gas engine; sand blast machine operator;
journal box packer; rough painter; tire and tube
repairman; tailor; upholsterer •••••••••••••••••••••••

0.46

0.54

Air hoist man; baggage man, road; bartender;
class *8" blue printer; boiler scaler and cleaner;
class •c• chauffeur; clerical; filteration plant
attendant; furniture finisher; mil I work assembler;
operator of pipe threading machine; telephone exchange
operator; truck crane operator; class *8" painter;
saw fi Iler and knife sharpener; radiator repairman;
sheet metal worker, inside; signalman, receiving and
forwarding agency; cable and rope splicer; switchman,
loadman; class "B" upholsterer •.••••••••••••••••••••••

0.50

0.62

dental mechanic; class "B" foreman; class "B" helper,
photo, I ineman, communication; l ocksmith; class "A"
pipe setter; steel worker, etc •••••••••••••••••••••••

0 . 56

0.68

Baker, hotel and hospital; class "A" bookbinder;
foreman, blue print room; furnace tender, bronze;
heater, heavy fire and heavy forge; medical attendant,
c lini c; operator, monotype casting machine, class "A"
moving picture operator; class "A" paver operator;
plater; c lass "8" pressman ; c lass "A" pr in ter

0 . 62

0.74

Oven tender; class "A" blacksmith, class "B" body
~ builder,
wood; class "A" carpenter; shipper, foundry,

..... cti
"!_

Examples of Designations of Jobs Within Grade

l
I'\)
(/1

Grades
10

II

Examples of Designations of Jobs Withi n Grade

Minimum

Rate

Maximum

Babbit man; boatswain; c l ass "B" bookbinder;
cabinet maker; class "A" chef; foreman, pipelJne;
class "A" pressman, foreman; commissary manager;
c lass "A" mi I Iman; oiler, diesel-electric, floating
equipment; class "B" operator, monotype casting
machine; class "B" motorboat operator; water tender,
etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0 .68

0 .80

Foreman , cabinet maker and mattress maker; class
"B" medical attendant, laboratory; c lubhouse
steward, etc •••••••.•••••••••••••••••.••••••••••

0.74

0.90

Bonuses up to 7 cents per hour are provided for
types of dangerous work.3 2

32Anthony 8. Matz and Serafino Romualdi, op. cit., pp. 5-6.
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0,e pos sib l e indica ti on of the reason for the
great d i spar ity between the two for ego ing wage scales
cou l d be drawn from the fo ll owing officia l statement :
#For many years on ly cit i zens of the United States were
e l igib le for emp l oyment

in execut i ve , supervisory,

pr ofessiona l, subprofessional , and c lerical positions ."33
In the ear ly 1950 ' s , dip l omatic pressure was used
on the United States by the Panamanian Government on
beha l f of labor gr oups which we r e seeking to elim inate
al leged d i scrim inatory practices i n hiring and promotion
of Local-Rate workers on the Cana l Zone .

Revisions were

made , subsequently , in the United States- Panama Treaty
of 1903.

The rev i s i ons provided for equal job

opportun ities for Panaman i ans in the Memorandum of
Under standings Reached assoc i ated with the new treaty .
Executive Order No . 10794 of December 10, 1958
provided for the estab l ishment of a s i ngle wage pol icy
and a merit system of promotion for al I emp l oyees of the
Panama Cana l Zone Company .

It :

De legated to the Secretary of the Army the
author i ty vested in sections 3 and 5 of the act
(Pub l ic Law 85-550, 72 Statute 405): to extend
to any emp l oyee whether or not such employee is

33
Panama Cana l Company . Annual Report of the Panama
Canal ~ompany and Canal ~one Government for Fiscal Year
Ending June 30 , 1959 . (Washington, D. C. : U.S. Government
Printing Office , 1960) , p . 39.
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a citizen of the Un i ted States , the same rights and
privi leges as prov ided by applicab le laws and
regulations for citizens of the United States
employed in the competitive civi I service.34
Busey discussed the actua l i mp l ementation of the
equal job opportunities part of the agreement between
the two countries after one year of operation :
The Memorandum of Understand i ngs associated with
the Treaty guaranteed that Panamanians wou ld
receive pay and employment opportunities equal to
those enjoyed by U.S . citizens- -- or so the
Panamanians thought . Despite these assurances , Zone
authorities evaded enforcement of the princip l e .
They nclassifiedn al I posit i ons in accordance with
the Understand ings , but they assigned so l ow a pay
to a l I jobs of Grade GS- 4 , and below that only
Panamanians could take them . These were the jobs
that had traditional ly been avai I ab l e to Panamanians ,
such as messenger , genera l laborer, carpenter , etc .
Such a system cou ld not, of course , prevent some
trained Panamanians from securing positions "above
the I ine"-that is, above GS- 4 , at what used to be
cal led officia ll y the " U.S . raten or earlier , the
"gold ro l I". To reduce the number to a minimum,
therefore the U. S . author i ties used the escape
c I a use in the "equa I i ty of opp or tun i ty " agreement
to apply the "security" l abel to a very large
number of positions which by no stretch of the
imagination actua ll y involve security risk . 35
President Eisenhower then took steps to enforce
the treaty commitments to Panama because of the

34 Federa l Register . Vol .XXI I I, No . 242, December
12, 1958, p . 9627 .
35
James Busey , "Conf I i ct in Pana ma ", The New Leader,
(Vo l. XLIII , No. 7 , February 15, 1960), p . 18.
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opposition shown by some U.S.-Rate workers .

The following

artic le appeared in the New Yor k Ti mes :
President Eisenhower took steps • •• to improve
re l ations between the United States and Panama
by a general up gradi ng of wages and I ivlng
conditions of Panamanians workers In the Canal Zone .
In addition to a 10 per cent incre ase In wage rates
of unski I led and semi-ski lied workers, the President
approved the replacement of al I existing substandard housing with modern rental units and
purchase homes, a reduction in water rates and
employment of more Panamanians in supervisory
posltions . 36
Most U.S . -Rate jobs are in the category requiring ski I I.

Local - Rate workers formerly were not el iglble

to enter apprenticeship programs .

Steps were taken by the

President to remove this barrier to the higher paying
U.S .- Rate jobs .

The New York Times continued:

In addition, the nine point program approved by
the President provides for expansion of the Panama
Canal Company apprentice program to provide more
skilled workers and give Panamanians access to jobs
whose pay-rates are based on those In the United
States . 31
RecQmmendatigns by Amerjcan Workers
In a study made prior to the legislation authorizing a single wage scale, the leadership of the U.S.-Rate

36The New York Times, Apri I 20 , 1960, p . I .
37 1bid., p. 16.
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workers were reported to favor the fol l ow ing:

"A wage

sca le that would cal I for equal wage for equa l work ,
provided it is done by people who are qua I ified by
on-the-job training or apprenticeship ."38
The above statement notwithstanding , some
app r e hens i on evident ly existed at the t i me among U.S .Rate workers about being replace by ski I l ed Local-Rate
emp l oyees .

Romua ldi reported :

It is evident that l ocal rate labor in semi - ski I led
and ski I led jobs is gradually replacing U.S .- rate
l abor. The Governor himself , in the conference he
had with the unders igned , made a statement, the
substance of which is that as long as local he lp is
ava i I ab le and is able to perform work satisfactori ly ,
under competent U.S . supervision , he does not see
any reason why ~e should import workers from the
United States .3 ~
Local-Rate l abor is now eligible for apprenticeship training and indications are that U.S .- Rate workers
are worried about being replaced.

O'le newspaper article

stated :
The Amer i can workers are charging "sellout" by
their officials . The emp l oyees say that their
rights are being abandoned in meetings of a joint
Panama-U .S . comm issi on that was set up to reduce
tensions in the ZoneL

38 Anthony B. Matz and Seraf in o Romuald i, op . cit .,
p. II •

39 1bid ., p . 8 .
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American employees are becoming inc reasingly
uneasy over the proportionate increase in Panamanian
employment in the zone and the decrease in American
emp l oyment . This serves to h ighten the anxiety
over the comm issi on 's moves .4

5

Recommendat ions ~ Local-Rate Worke rs
A number of Local-Rate labor leaders once proposed
the fo l lowing remedies to end wage inequalities during
the 1949 A. F. of L. probe:
a) Immediate in crease of the minimum wage for
local rate emp loyees up to the legal minimum in
the Un ited States ;
b) Recog nition that al I emp loyees performing work
generally fal I ing under the categories of mechanical
helpers a nd semi-ski I led mechanics are entitled to
a higher rate of pay which should be somewhat in
between the rate prevailing for similar work in the
United States and that prevailing in the Republic of
Panama;
c) Immediate equalization of pay for those who
are performing definLte ski I led jobs or are employed
in professional or supervisory positions, less, of
course, the 25% differential paid to U.S. rate
emp loyees who have come from the United States. 41
The S ingl e Wage Structure
The Cana l Zone Wage Plan or the Single Wage Plan was
implemented February 22, 1959 .
stated in 1959 :

The Governor's report

"The basic wage for any given grade level

wi I I be the same for any employee el lgible for appointment

40The New York Times, September 26, 1962 , p. 10.
p.

11 •

41 Anthony B. Matz and Serafino Romua ldi, oP• c it.,
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to the position without regard to whether he is a citizen
of the United States or of the Republic of Panama.A 2
The 1964 Governor's report said:
Rates of pay are established regardless of
citizenship on a Cana l Zone wage base for occupation
al categories which can be fi I led by recruitment on
the Isthmus and on a U.S. wage base for those
positions which would normally be recruited from the
United States. The current Canal Zone Wage Plan
contains the fol lowing job groups:
Non-manual Category-wh ite collar positions, Including
clerical, professional and administrative type jobs.
Service Category-sales and service type jobs.
Manual Category -blue co l tar workers, including
laborers, semi and ski I led craftsmen, and related
supervisors.
Special Category , Administrative-includes teachers,
policemen, firemen, postal workers, pi lots, and
miscellaneous jobs.
Company/Government Rate Group-includes positions
excluded from the Canal Zone Pay Plan, such as
executives, hosoital, mi I ltary, and employees in the
United States. ~J
Occupational categories normally recruited locally
included most of the lower paying unskilled jobs.

Those

normally recruited in the continental United States

42Panama Canal Company . op. cit., p. 39.
43 Panama Canal Company. Annual Report of the Pa"amaCana I Cor,pany· and Cana I Zone Government for Fi sea I Year
Enqlng June 30, 1964. (Balboa Heights, Canal Zone:
December, 1964), p. 35 .

Included most of the ski I led crafts, administrat ive and
supervisory positions.

Some positions have been given

security status under the new reorganization plan.
Busey was critical of the new job classifications:
The U.S . authorities used the escape clause in
the "equa lity of opportunity" agreement to app ly
the "security " label to a very large number of
positions which by no stretch o{ the Imagination
actually invo lve security risk. 4
Bartlett in 1965 commented on the excepted jobs:
The security job classifications, which reserve
the best jobs for Americans is a problem. The
•security" label Is regarded as a slur by the natives
and the preferential hiring of Americans, which
faci I itates Zonlan nepotism, creates many frictions.4 5
There has been an increase in the number of nonc itizens employed at U.S. rates of pay.

In 1958, there

were forty seven non-citizens employed at U.S. rates of
pay. 46 A 1964 report of the Governor gave the number of
non-citizens employed at U.S. rates of pay as 859. 47

44 Busey, op, cit,, p. 18.
45 Charles Bartlett, in The Houston Chr9nlcle
(Houston, Texas), June 27, 1965
46 Panama Cana l Company. Annual Rep2rt of the Panama
Canal C2mpany and Cana l Zone Goyernment for Fiscal Year
End ing June 30, 1959, (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Print ing Office, 1960 ), p. 131.
47

Panama Canal Company. Annual Report of the Panama
Canal Company and Canal Zone Government for Fiscal Year
Ending June 30, 1964. (Balboa Heights, Canal Zone:
December, 1964 , p. 36.
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Summary
In summary, labor laws affecting Amer ican workers
on the Canal Zone have been similar to those affecting
workers do i ng simi l ar work in the continental United States .
Native workers, on the other hand, have been pa i d accord ing
to a locally formu lated and administered wage pol icy .
The U.S.-Rate workers receive an additional twenty
five per cent differential to compensate for hardships
encountered in tropical I iving conditions.

The

differential a l so he lps to attract ski I l ed labor to the
Canal Zone.

The Local-Rate workers received a much lower

base pay and were not e li gible for this pay differential.
For many years , the higher wages and better I iving
cond ition s of the U.S .- Rate workers have caused some labor
unrest .

To ease the tensions created , revisions were made

in the United States- Panama Treaty of 1903 to provide
equa l job opportunities for a l I emp l oyees .
Since 1959 , pursuant to Federal laws and treaties ,
changes have been made in the Cana l Zone labor pol icy.
These changes include a single wage scale, an apprentice
program for non-citizens, and a new promotion po l icy.
In genera l, non-citizens recruited loca ll y are paid
according to the Cana l Zone Wage P lan and U.S. citizen
workers recruited in the United States are paid according
to a United States wage scale.

However , non-citizen

35

workers who qua I ify become e li gib l e for the higher
U.S .- Rate wages .

At present , a sma l I number of non -

cit i zen workers are r eceiving the h i gher U.S . -Rate .
An obstac le to a s ignif icant i nc r ease in this number is
the sma l I number of high ly sk i I led workers in the l ocal
non-c it i zen labor supp ly .

CHAPTER IV
OUTLOOK Fffi LABffi-MANAGEMENT RELATIONS
In the preceding chapte~ an attempt was made to show
the effects of pertinent labor legislation and treaty
agreements related to labor pol icy on the Canal Zone.

This

chapter concerns the outlook for the new wage policy on
Canal Zone labor relations.
That labor-management peace is vital in the Panama
Canal Zone Is unquestioned.

This waterway Is of vital

military and commercial Importance.

The road to better

labor-management relations is not too different to that
which must be taken in the United States.

The Panama Canal

Zone's need for industrial peace is great.

A major labor

dispute in this zone could have wide and deep repercussions
not only for United States security, but for international
trade.
The large number of aliens employed in the operation
of the Canal poses special problems and makes the waterway
vulnerable In case of a major work stoppage.

a, Janaury 30,

1964, there were rumors of a threatened strike and
emergency steps were taken to secure this vital waterway.

37

The New York Times reported :
The Canal Zone was preparing emergency measures
••• to keep the Panama Canal In operation should a
threatened withdrawal of Panamanian labor from the
zone be carried out over the weekend .
The zone government has viewed the threat
seriously enough to take an inventory of potential
labor in the zone, including high school and junior
college students and housewives .
The ultimate objective of the precautionary
measures, it was explained privately , Is to keep
the canal functioning even at the expense of
sacrificing vital maintenance temporarlly. 4 8
Some indication of the importance of this waterway was given in the fol lowing statement:
A total of 346,893 vessels of al I types have
made the Canal transit, of which 272, 087 were
oceangoing commercial vessels plying the various
routes of world trade . The service provided by
the Canal has , moreover, been of incalculable
~~l~:r:~ the United States and her al I ies In time
9
Among the factors which ml I itate against a high
deg ree of Industrial peace in the immediate future are
the unionization of the Local-Rate workers and the
distrust between these workers and the Canal administration
that was bred by the character of labor - management

48Toe New York Times, January 31, 1964, p . I.
49 Panama Canal Company . Annual Report of the Panama
Canal Company and Canal Zone Government for Fiscal Year
End ing June 30 ) 1964 . (Balboa Heights, Cana l Zone:
December , 1964 , p. I.
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relations In the past.
Oyt!ook .f.2c. the Panama Canal Administration
The criteria used In regulating the financial
operations of the Panama Canal Company will be outlined
here since this has an Important effect on the funds
available for wages.

Al 1st of some of the major

requirements reads:
The Panama Canal Company Is expected (a) to
recover all costs of oPeration and maintenance of
Its facll itles, Including depreciation; (b) to pay
interest to the Treasury on the net direct
investment of the Government in the Company, and
(c) to reimburse the Treasury for (l) the annuity
payments to the Republic of Panama under the
convention of 1903 as modified by the Treaty of
1936 between the two governments, and (2) the net
costs of operation of the Canal Zone Government,
including depreciation on fixed assets. The
Board of Directors is required to appraise, at
least annually, the Company's working capital
requirements together with reasonable foreseeable
requirements for authorized plant replacements and
expansion, and to pay into the Treasury as a
repayment of capital the amount of any funds in
excess of such requirements. Al I funds other than
working bglances are carried with the U.S.
Treasury.~O
Rippy discussed the relative financial position
of the Panama Canal Company thusly:

lrfhe Panama Canal is

essentially a non-profit enterprise which sti II owes ·

50

Panama Canal Company, op. cit., p. 2.
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nearly $400 mil I ion to the United States Treasury ."
The reported net revenue from canal operations
for 1963 was given as $2 ,374, 862 and the net revenue
for 1964 showed $ 2,161,905. 52 This amounts to a dec li ne
of $2 12, 957 in net revenue .
While the Local- Rate workers have been demanding
higher wages , the Panamanian Government has been
asking for an Increase in the annual rental of the
Panama Cana l.
The House Panama Sub- committee was told in 1964:
The Cana l is now cperat ing so close to the
breaking point that it would go into the red if
United States Qayments to Panama were boosted
substantial ly.53
The major source of revenue for the Panama Cana l
Company is the to l I charge paid by ships transiting
the Cana l.

Toll charges have been the same since 1938

and l ower than those charged from the beginning of Cana l
operations to 1938. 54

SIR.1ppy, op. cit
. ., p . 90 .
52 Panama Cana l Company, op, cit ., p. 45 .
53
"Panama- No U.S . Backdown ", U,S , News and Wor l d
Report, Vol . LVI, No . 4 (January 27, l 964)~P• 3 1.
54 Panama Cana l Company , op. cit ., p. 2 .
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The cost of pay Increases for Canal employees was
discussed in the 1964 Annual Report.

The report said:

Pay adjustments were made in fiscal year 1964
for near Iy a I. I emp I oyees of the Company /Government,
both in the eanal Zone and in the United States and
Japan, as a result of administrative application
of Federa l pay leglslatlon, pay adjustment in industry
in the United States, and the second phase of the
three-phase Canal Zone base adjustment. The total
annual cost ••• wi II be approximately $4,400,000.Sb
Ole of the largest single item In the cost of
operating the Canal is the annuity paid to the Republic
of Panama for rental of the waterway.

At present it

.
amounts to $ 1,930,000, 56 and since
the panama Cana I

Company is expected to be self-supporting, any Increase
in annuity payments or wages would necessarily require
some adjustment in the financial operation of the company.
OJtlook L.Q.C. the American Worker
Federal employees abroad, in general, are given
I lberal fringe benefits and special privileges in
addition to a high wage base as incentives to work
overseas.

Busey said in this regard:

"American

enterprise all over the world pays Americans higher wages
and provides them with better facilities while paying
natives a I ittle more, but not much more, than the wage

ss~.,

p.

36.

56susey, op. cit., p . 17.
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sca le of the country ."57
To some extent , the current wage discussions have
focused attention on the benefits received by the U.S.-Rate
workers on the Canal Zone.

The fol lowing is an excerpt

from a 1964 Interv iew with Representative Selden, Chai rman of the House Sub-committee on Inter-American Affairs:

Q. Do these Americans perhaps I ive better down
there than they cou ld at home? A. Perhaps. And
their standard of living is considerably higher
~~T~ht~i ~~~~::n!:~d~

1

8
:

~r~~~!

1

1~,~~!o~~gi•

Zone-

From time to time legislation has been Introduced
In Congress to reduce or el imlnate some of the special

privileges enjoyed by the U.S.-Rate workers.

Ole

such

proposal was passed In 1950 and the Incomes of
United States c itizens in the Canal Zone were made
subject to Federal Income tax.

It was estimated that

the wages of the average U.S. Rate worker were reduced
by $966. 59
The pay differential was reappraised in 1964.

The

New York Times reported:
The overseas differential paid here to United
States citizens who are employees of the Panama Canal
and the armed forces would be cut from 25 per cent
under a proposal by Secretary of the Army
Stephen Alles.
57 John Biesanz and Mavis Blesanz, op, cit,, p. 78.
58 •1nterview: What the Squabble In Panama is All
About,• U,S, News and World Report, (Jan. 27, 1964), P. 37.
59 John Blesanz
and Mavis Blesanz, op, cit,, p. 67.
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If the proposal becomes effective In Its present
form It would apply at once to new employees. O,ly
persons recruited In the United States or those with
•reasons• for being in this area or fairly attributable
to employment with the United States G8vernment would
receive the 15 per cent differential .6
This proposed ruling could affect hundreds of
Americans who were born ln the Canal Zone as wel I as
relatives of armed forces personnel stationed on mil ltary
and naval bases In the Zone.
Outlook .f.o.c. the Local-Rate

Worker

The purpose of the Canal Zone Single Wage Plan
legislation was to eliminate the dual wage system and
grant equal pay for equal work for al I employees.

The

remaining obstacle for the Local-Rate worker In a large
number of cases Is his low level of skll I.

The new

apprenticeship program should help to increase the number
of trained workers among this group.

A recent report

said:

At the close of the year, a new program
designed to bring younger trainable applicants
into employment in lower ski I led position vacancies
was ready for appcoval and implementation during
fiscal year l96s. 0 •
The larger part of the work force employed on the
Canal Zone comes from the Republic of Panama.

Recently

60The New York Times, July 29, 1964, p. 7.
61 Panama Canal Company, op, cit,, p. 33.
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a drive was started to Increase the technical skills of
the labor force in the Republic of Panama.

Ole report

on these efforts stated:
The Ministry of Education has also named a
•vocational Education Advisory Committee• whose chief
duty will be to coordinate needs of industry, commerce,
and agriculture for skilled labor with the training
policies of the vocational schools.62

The same report said,ln substance, that U.S./AID,
in cooperation with Economic Development Institute and
the industries concerned, has initiated or carried out
several extension courses utilizing public school
facilities where possible to improve competencies on the
managerial levels in industry and commerce. 63
Two programs, then, are in progress to up grade
the Local-Rate workers: one on the Canal Zone for
employees of the Panama Canal and the other in the
Republic of Panama Itself.

The program on the Canal Zone

was started in 1960, and since then 859 or approximately
ten per cent of the non-citizen force has attained the
U.S.-Rate wage base.

Canal Zone officials reported the

progress made in uti lizlng qualified Local-Rate workers

p. 8.

62
The American Institute for Free Labor, op. cit,,
63

Ibid,, p. 7.
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In higher paid position thusly:
The proposed program for increased utilization
of non-U.S. citizens in higher paid positions was
slowed during the year.
It became apparent that
the number of employees qual I fled for development
and promotion from Canal Zone wage base to U.S.
wage base positions was being exhausted.64
It is evident, therefore, that a much more
vigorous program of job training for Local-Rate workers
will be needed to al low any substantial number to qualify

for the U.S.-Rate wage base.
Summary
In summary, some obstacles to the maintenance of
labor peace in the Panama Canal Zone are the past history
of poor communication between management and labor and
the militant attitude of Local-Rate union members.
Because of labor tensions, precautionary measure were
taken to minimize the effects of work stoppages which
would endanger the security of this vital waterway.
The operating costs of the Company have risen
sharply since wage adjustments were made for employees.
0,

the other hand, the net revenue from company operations

declined while toll charges for ships transiting have
remained the same since 1938.
The wages of U.S. citizen workers are now subject
to Federal Income tax.

64

A proposal was made to I imit the

Panama Canal Company, op, ~it,, p. 33.
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payment of pay differential to some U.S.-Rate workers
and to eliminate it completely from the wages of some
U.S citizen workers recruited locally.
The shortage of skilled Local-Rate workers Is
stil I an important obstacle In Integrating the noncitizen employee Into the higher pafd occupational
categories .

Some effort is being made In the Republ le

of Panama to increase the reservoir of skll led workers
through internationally sponsored aid programs .

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
This study of the Panama Canal Zone labor policy in
regard to wages resulted In the co~clusions and findings
which follow.

The dual wage system in the Canal Zone

originated In the early days of the construction of this
canal and was based on two practices:

(1) payment of wages

to troPlcal workers in the local currency(silver);
(2) payment of American workers in gold currency.

The

locally recruited workers were paid according to a tropical
wage scale and the workers recruited in the United States,
according to the wages prevailing in the continental
United States.

Many tropical workers are non-white and the

designations "silvern and "gold" acquired racial connotations.
The struggle by local labor unions for recognition
culminated in agreements between the United States and
Panama to Improve the job opportunities of Local-Rate
workers and eliminate charges of bias in hiring, pay, and
promotion.
Reasons given by the Canal authorities to justify
t he two wage bases were:

(I) the bel lef that higher wages

would disrupt the economy of Panama; (2) that the jobs
performed by the Local-Rate workers required less ski I I.
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The higher wages paid workers recruited in the continental
United States were given on the basis of:

(1) the

necessity of higher pay to attract highly skilled workers;
(2) the need to compensate for hardships and disadvantages
encountered In tropical climates.
American workers on the Canal Zone agreed in
princip le to the granting of equal pay for equal work,
providing Local-Rate workers qua I ify by on-the-job trainIng or apprenticeship.

Before the implementation of the

Canal Zone Single Wage Plan in 1959, the new Promotion
Pol icy in 1964, and the apprentice program, the existing
labor policy precluded Local-Rate workers receiving equal
pay for equal work since they were not el lgible for
apprenticeship training or executive, supervisory, profession.
al, subprofessional, and clerical positions.
The payment of higher wages to workers recruited
outside of the Republ le of Panama is justified to the
extent that such workers are in short supply locally and or
that such workers are necessary for security reasons.

These

wages would have to be sufficiently attractive to place the
Panama Canal Company In a competitive position with firms In
the United States hiring similar workers.
Evidences also point out the existing shortage of
ski I led workers in the Republic of Panama and in the Canal
Zone.

The lack of vocational educational opportunities
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and restr ict i ons against Loca l- Rate workers are
contribut i ng factors to th is dearth of ski I led manpower .
The Government of the United States has in vesti gated and r ecommended changes i n the Cana l Zone labor
pol i cy with some diff i cu l ty due to the intransigent
att i tude of the U.S .- Rate workers and the mi I itant
attitude of the Loca l- Rate workers and Panaman ian nationa li sts.
In Implementing the terms of the new l abor po l i cy ,
the Zone author it i es take the posit i on that according to
the terms of the 1955 Treaty revisions , the Cana l
off i c ia ls were the sole judges of the desirabi li ty of
h i r ing non-c it izens .

0,

this bas is, the security c lass -

ification has been appl led to several positions in the
new job c l assification groups .

The number of char ges

of preferentia l hir ing under this security I I sting mer i ts
invest igat ing to dispel any cla i ms of job bias .
The obstac l es to labor peace in the cana l Zone
are not unsurmountable to men of good wi t I.

The effects

of the l aw of supp ly and demand are ev i dent in the wages
pa id U.S ,- Rate workers and Loca l- Rate workers .
The United States stands to benefit from labor
peace in the Panama Cana l Zone in terms of the secur i ty of
the waterway and the increased eff i c iency of the work force .
Increased wages for non- c i t izen workers on the Cana l Zone
wou ld mean greater prosperity for the economy of Panama
and promote internat i ona l good wi I I for the Un i ted States .
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